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Response: Comments on The renin-angiotensin system 
and the development of new antiglaucoma medications
Valeria Batista Boreck Seki, Jayter Silva Paula

We would like to thank Aline R. P. Coelho and colle-
agues(1) for their comments on our recent article, which 
evaluated the aqueous humor (AH) renin, angiotensin I, 
and angiotensin II activities in primary open-angle 
glaucoma (POAG). Our study has presented innovative 
findings displaying a remarkable reduction in AH renin 
activity among patients with POAG under timolol ma-
leate topical treatment(2). The comments of the authors 
raise a relevant point; significantly lower AH renin 
activity observed in patients with cataract and POAG 
might indeed be contradictory (a point also made in 
our original manuscript). Since high levels of renin may 
be implicated in modulating the intraocular pressure 
in glaucoma(3), most patients with POAG showed lower 
renin activity than controls because they were using 
timolol maleate eye drops. Beta-blockers and angioten-
sin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors may reduce the 
activity of plasma renin. Nonetheless, both the magni-
tude of this reduction and its cascade interactions are 
not entirely understood in the eye.

We agree with Coelho and colleagues that a washout 
period of beta-blocker eye drops would be ideal, as we 
have already mentioned in our discussion. However, a 
washout protocol should be clinically avoided since all in-
cluded patients presented with severe POAG. They were 
under the maximum tolerated medication (hindering a 
drug switch) and even indicated for filtering surgery.

Although some of the local renin-angiotensin system 
(RAS) factors depend on interactions with circulatory 
RAS to fully operate, in some tissues, RAS may do it in-
dependently(4). We agree that more information on race 
and oral medical treatment, including ACE inhibitors, is 

desired. However, the evidence of differential effects of 
antihypertensive medications in black patients as well 
as the local effect of systemic antihypertensives have 
not been completely studied in the eye. Furthermore, 
as presented in Table 1 of the manuscript, only a few 
patients across both groups were under systemic ACE 
inhibitors, and significantly fewer patients with POAG 
were treated with systemic beta-blockers.

Few studies have shown conditions that decrease AH 
renin activity. Neither a local increased consumption of 
renin nor its preferential bond switch to the prorenin re-
ceptor and consequent activation of this alternative RAS 
pathway have been studied in the eyes of patients with 
glaucoma. Since timolol maleate eye drops may reduce 
AH renin activity, the roles of renin and other RAS fac-
tors should be thoroughly investigated in various forms 
of the disease, including the study of different ocular 
target tissues, such as the trabecular meshwork. Further 
studies will help us fully understand the relationship 
between systemic and ocular RAS factors in glaucoma.
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